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Are you a business wanting to
build better customer
relationships through innovative
engagement?
Or a charity looking to optimise
donations from your members
and assist them achieve better
self-care management?

If so, this is for you

ReMeLife

ReMeLife, a new kind of care

What’s ReMeLife?
ReMeLife is a Membership based care platform, which serves the needs of
anyone and everyone involved in care. And that’s over 60% of the world’s
population.

Our Members
Members get free access to ReMeLife apps. They use them to build a care
circle and community around those they care for, and support them daily
with care management, content, entertainment and product purchasing.

What’s unique?
Many things. ReMeLife’s audience is loyal as they’re using our free apps.
And, they get rewarded in tokens for using them to enhance the care of
those around them, as well as being rewarded for making retail purchases in
the ReMe Market.

Loyal & supportive members

WHAT OUR MEMBERS SAY
‘I love getting rewarded for making
regular purchases.’
‘I recommend products to my friends more now, as I
get rewarded for doing so.’
‘Being part of an online community that I can relate
to helps me each day.’
‘ReMeLife’s apps keep me connected to family and
friends, and they’re easy to use.’
‘It’s great that all our family members, from young
to the old, use ReMeLife and gain from it.’

What’s the ReMeLife Launchpad?
The concept behind the ReMeLife Launchpad is unique. And new can be scary. But there’s little risk, other than the time it takes to study the
proposition. And, with a huge upside, this justifies the time it takes to evaluate the proposition. And we’ll work with, for no cost, to tailor a short,
medium or long-term strategy, that’s a fit for your market and your strategy. Here’s how it works

•

•

What do charities want?

Our partners want better engagement with their clients,
be seen as progressive and trustworthy, and of course
gain increased donations achieved at a lower cost.

•

And Corporates?

Our partners, insurers and private hospitals want to
build better relationships with consumers and improve
their client’s health, whether to reduce claims or
enhance post treatment recovery. With rewards-based
engagement comes trust and a loyalty. And from that
comes referrals to friends and family.

•

So how does it work?

ReMeLife is a Decentralized Autonomous Organisation
(DAO). It’s a non-profit that’s managed by its Members
on the blockchain. Its revenues are distributed to its
members by smart contracts and when it receives
REMEs, redeemed as part of a ReMe Market purchase,
it burns them. Crazy right? But reducing supply
increases the value of the REME for our Members and
investors. And everyone has more REMEs to buy more
products in the ReMe Market and in ReMeFi, our
financial products exchange. In a nutshell, the
community shares in their actions. It’s a win: win: win.

Monthly Passive Income

Imagine that when your clients join up as ReMeLife
Members, to use our free apps and gain crypto
rewards for their Care Actions, that since you’ve
introduced them, that you receive a commission for
every purchase they make in ReMe Market. Yup, cash
will arrive in your bank account without any marketing
expenditure. Again, crazy right? Your clients are happy
with discounted products and as they earn crypto for
Care Actions, and we get a commission and a little
transactional gas fee. It’s as the song goes… ’money for
nothing and your crypto for free.’

•

Integrity & Loyalty

I hear you thinking ‘Ponzi, risk, sub-prime, Enron.’ But
all such are impossible with a DAO on the blockchain.
You pay, via REX & RAGE, for a campaign by staking on
a node, and get a yield for your investment (that’s
higher than bank interest). And, you vote in the DAO’s
management along with its Membership. It’s a ‘care 2
earn’ Careocracy’. And don’t worry, there’s no mining
as the ReMeChain is Proof of Authority.
Complicated? crazy? Can you afford to get left behind?

Responsive & Buying Audience

What, Why & When?
ReMeLife has launched its apps, forum and marketplace, and is growing fast. Our Members earn Care Action Points for Care Actions and for
building their community, to create a monthly passive income. We’ll launch Phase 2, to include the Launchpad in mid-2023. We want to work
with you to optimise its configuration to fit your needs. And of course, to fit those of our Members and your Members.

•

ReMeLife’s a Community

In the early 1900s, 25% of the working class in the US, UK and Australia
used Friendly Societies for health insurance and health care. They
established contracts with doctors and insurance providers. This
ensured that suppliers competed to win contracts, which kept costs
down and quality high. A single day’s wage would cover the cost of a
year’s healthcare cover. These were the world’s first DAO’s.

•

What’s this got to do with Me?

By engaging with the communities that are created on the ReMeLife
platform, you’ll be engaging with their influencers and can offer them
something that they want. Whether it’s a reward based on REMEs,
value for their data, a gym-based care plan with token rewards for
performance, or challenges and events, the result will be the same. You
will be engaging in a manner that is the zeitgeist of our age. For the
ReMeVerse is a portal to the metaverse (and we can guide you on that
journey), the REME is the currency and ReMeLife is the community.

• Membership & Audience
ReMeLife’s members are about as varied as could be. For 65% of the world
is caring for someone at any time. They’re your existing clients and your
target market. They’re the wealthy or the poor in emerging markets,
they’re you and me!
Yes, caring is not ‘sexy’, it’s not ‘funky’, and it’s poorly rewarded. But
ReMeLIfe is going to change that, in the same way that the Paralympics did
such a great job for disability. We’ve spent years in the care sector, and we
know how to give it what it deserves, rewards where rewards are due.
More specifically, our audience are elders getting into tech, the siblings
caring for them, the gaming social media hungry grandkids and influencers
galore. ReMeLife takes care to TikTok, to YouTube and to the metaverse.
For your grandkids know that grandad has great stories and that they’ll get
rewarded if he takes his meds. And the day is dawning for all of us when
REMEs, the currency of care, will be taken not only at POS’s but into the
metaverse
ReMeLIfe is cross generational, cross cultural, and serves a b2c and b2b
market. It’s the first of its kind and is supported by some of the leaders in
their sectors.
So, climb on board, bring your audience and lets all make hay together.
… or you could watch from the sidelines as your audience enjoys the sun.

A community capturing its Value

Time to fly
We live in a rapidly changing world. And as they say, ‘fortune favours the bold.’ ReMeLife is something new. Are you going to stand still as the
wheel turns or climb aboard the ReMeLife Launch Pad? Let us show you a new way.

A CALL TO ACTION
Here’s our offer to you. Do you want to explore the
possibilities for your charity or business, with
•
•
•

Web 3.0
Crypto and blockchain
NFT’s

•

The Metaverse

Would you like to learn how to achieve a recurring monthly
passive revenue
•

achieve a recurring monthly passive revenue by
monetising your clients and target audience, in a manner
that’s beneficial to their financial and family wellbeing.

•

Establish a rewards based marketing strategy that
achieves loyalty and WOM.

•

Generate a yield based income from becoming a
blockchain node validator in the ReMeLife Community
blockchain.

And much, much more

in touch now. 0203 884 0335
Why ReMeGet
is unique

CONTACT: simon@remelife.com

